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Let X be a separable Hilbert space, and let T be a contraction acting on 
&‘. We will assume that T is absolutely continuous (i.e., its unitary part is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on the circle). In 
this case there exists a contractive homomorphism &T: H” + 2(X), given 
by the Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus, thus 4T(~) = u(T), u E H”. We 
recall that T belongs to the class A provided that bT is an isometry, i.e., 
IIcb(u)ll = Ilull G> UE H". It is known that, if TE A, then {b,(u): UE H”) 
coincides with the weak*-closed algebra J&. generated by T. If TEA, we 
say that T belongs to the class A, if for every weak*-continuous functional 
cp on 4, there exist vectors x, YE 2 satisfying the equality 
q(A) = (Ax, y ), A E s%‘~. It was conjectured in [ 1 ] that A = A,, and it is 
the purpose of this note to show that every operator T such that TE A and 
either T” -+ 0 or T*” + 0 with l/n (in the strong operator topology) 
belongs to A,. Our proof relies on a basic result of Chevreau and 
Pearcy [6], and on a simplification of Brown’s idea presented in [3]. 
Proposition 5 was proved by C. Foias, and we include it here with his 
permission. Corollary 10 was also known to C. Foias since 1983. 
The study of the class A, and the above conjecture, is related with 
the invariant subspace problem for contractions T such that 
cr(T)x {(EC: I<1 = l}. See [2] f or an in-depth introduction and an 
extensive bibliography. That such contractions have nontrivial invariant 
subspaces was proved recently by Brown [3] (if T” + 0 and T*” + 0 in the 
strong operator topology) and Brown, Chevreau, and Pearcy [4, 51 in the 
general case. Our result (Theorem 2 below ) combined with the results of 
Chevreau and Pearcy [6] yield a new proof of this invariant subspace 
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theorem. Another consequence of our results is as follows. If T belongs to 
the class A and T” + 0 and T*” -+ 0 strongly, then T is a reflexive operator. 
Let T be an operator in the class A on X. It is known that 4T is a 
weak*-homeomorphism from H” onto &-, and hence there exist weak*- 
continuous functionals 8,T on J& 12) -C 1, such that 
8:(u(T)) = u(A), MEH”. 
Let us denote by [x@y] the weak*-continuous functional on &T given by 
CxO.JJl(A)= (Ax, .I’), AE&SfT. 
We denote by 0( T, A) the greatest lower bound of all numbers r > 0 with 
the following property: there exists a sequence {x,: n > 0} in the unit ball 
of 2 such that x, converge weakly to zero, and (l&T-- [x,@x,,]ll Gr. Set 
6’(A) = sup(B(T, 1): TEA}. 
1. LEMMA. We have 0(1)=0(O), (21 < 1. 
Proof: For TE A set T, = (AZ-- T)(Z- XT)-‘. Then it is easy to verify 
that T2 E A, &f = go’;, and z+= dTi. We conclude that 0( T, A) = e( T,, 0), 
hence 0(n) < 0(O). The opposite inequality is proved analogously. 
The main result of this paper can be formulated as follows. 
2. THEOREM. 0(O)< 1. 
3. COROLLARY. Assume that TEA and either T” + 0 or T*” -+ 0 in the 
strong operator topology. Then T E A,. 
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 1 and the results in 
Section 4 of [6]. 
We will need to reformulate Theorem 2 in function-theoretic terms. 
Denote by QT the predual of s$T, and recall that the predual of H” can be 
identified with L’/Hh. Since 4T is weak*-continuous, there is a continuous 
linear map cpr: Qr- L’/HA which is the preadjoint of #=. The elements 
(P~( [x @ y]) can be calculated as follows. For each x, y there exists a 
function x. y E L’ such that the Fourier coefficients of x. y satisfy 
A 
x.y(n)= (T*“x, y) for n >O, 
= (T-“x, y) for n < 0. 
Then we have cpr( [x0 y]) = [x .y], where [f] denotes the class in L’/Hi 
of a functionfE L’. We refer to [I] for a detailed exposition of these facts. 
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We also note that cp=(d,T) = [ 11 (where [l] denotes the class of the 
function 1). Theorem 2 follows from the following stronger statement. 
4. THEOREM. There exists a universal constant 8 < 1 with the following 
property. For every TE A there exists a sequence (x,: n 2 0} of vectors, 
weakly convergent to zero, such that I( 1 -x, . x,(1,< 9. 
The proof of this theorem requires a certain functional representation of 
contractions, given in the following proposition. For a separable Hilbert 
space 9 we denote by L2(g) the Hilbert space of (classes of) measurable 
functionsu:T={[EC:1[1=1}+~suchthat 
Ilull =(-$ jo2’ (u(e”), u(e”)> di)li2< 00. 
We denote by L”(g) the set of essentially bounded functions in L2(g). 
If f~ L” = L”(C), we can define the multiplication operator M,- on 
L2W by 
Wf4(5) =f(4) 451, u E L2(9), r E u. 
In particular, if x denotes the identity map of T (x(r) = 5, 5 E U), then M, 
is a unitary operator. 
5. PROPOSITION. Let T be an absolutely continuous contraction. There 
exists a Hilbert space 9, and a subspace 2 c L’(9) such that 
n=l ‘2’ z 
is semi-invariant for M,, i.e., P, M; I S = (P,,M, 1 X)“, 
> , . . . . 
(ii) P,M, ) 2 is unitarily equivalent to T, and 
(iii) L”(9) n %? is dense in X. 
Proof. It s&ices to consider the cases in which T is either unitary or 
completely nonunitary. Indeed, if the result is true for T and T”, then it is 
clearly true for T’@ T”. 
Assume first that T is unitary. By assumption, T is absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure, and hence there exists a Hilbert space 
~3, and a reducing subspace JZ for M, on L’(9) such that T is unitarily 
equivalent to M,I 4. The projection P, commutes with M,, so there 
exists a strongly measurable family of projections {P(c): 5 E U} c Y(9) 
such that 
(P,,u)W = P(5) u(5), UE L2(96), rE 8. 
It follows that PAL”(S) c L”(9), and hence property (iii) follows 
because L”(9) is dense in L’(9). 
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Finally, consider the case of a completely nonunitary operator T. By the 
results of [7], there are Hilbert spaces 9 and 9*, and a contractive 
analytic function 0 E H”(Y(Y, 3$)) such that T is unitarily equivalent 
with the functional model determined by 0. More precisely, let us set 
and define 
45) = u- Q(t)* Q(U)“‘, 5 ET, 
X(Q)= {H2(3?*)@ [&L*(~)]-}~~, 
where 
cc?= {M&jhl4,u: #EfP(.F)}. 
Then X(O) c L*(5* OF), 2(O) is semi-invariant for M,, and T is 
unitarily equivalent to P,(,, M,IZ(Q). It remains to verify that 
L”(FI@9)n X(0) is dense in X(O). To do this, note that X(8) 
is spanned by the spaces 42=P,C,,(H2(5*)0 {0}), and V= 
~(O)n((O}OCM,L*(9)1-), and therefore it suffices to show that 
L”(S?~@F)ntii! and L”(ziF*@S)nV are dense in 42 and V, respec- 
tively. We deal with 42 first. A total system of vectors in @ is given by 
functions of the form 
PAW 0 013 UE9*, n>o, 
and we only have to prove that these functions belong to L”(F* 09). A 
calculation shows that 
P Jv(@)W 0 0) = (x”u 0 0) - (Mef O Mdfh 
where f = C$!0 x”- k@z~, and Ok denote the Fourier coefficients of 0. 
Since f is clearly bounded (by (n + l)llull), the density of L”(S$, OS) n 4Y 
in 92 is established. We finally consider the space -lr. This space is invariant 
for M,, and il4,I V is isometric. Since V c s(Q) and T is completely non- 
unitary, it follows at once that M, 1 V is a completely nonunitary isometry, 
hence a unilateral shift. It follows that V can be represented as 
v” = M,(L*(b)QHqb)), 
where d is some Hilbert space, and E: T + L?(b, 3?* @ 9) is a strongly 
measurable, isometry-valued function. Since bounded functions are dense 
in LOCH*, and ME preserves boundedness, L”(9II @SF) n Y’” is 
dense in V. The proposition is proved. 
One advantage of the representation of T as a compression of M, is the 
following. 
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6. LEMMA. Let 9 be a Hilbert space, A? c L2(g) a semi-invariant space 
for M,, and T = P,,M, 12. For every x, y E 2 we have 
(x .Y)(<) = (x(5), Y(5)), 5 E u. 
Proof: The function 5 + (x(t), y(t) > is clearly in L’, so it suffices to 
show it has the same Fourier coefficients as x .y. Indeed, we have 
1 
s 
2x 
2710 
e- ‘“‘(x(e”), y(e”)) dt = (M;“x, y) 
= (T-x, Y>, n<O 
= CT*‘% Y>, n > 0. 
We will need the following observation whose proof is left as an exercise 
for the reader. 
1. LEMMA. Let S be a Hilbert space, A? c 2 a subspace with finite 
codimension, and X0 c 2 a dense linear mantfold. Then &n A? is dense in 
A. 
From now on we fix a Hilbert space 9, a semi-invariant space 2 for M, 
on L2(C2), and set T= P,M,IX. We denote X0= 2 n L”(g). We will 
assume that X0 is dense in 2, and T belongs to the class A. The following 
result is Proposition 2.3 in Part II of [ 11. 
8. LEMMA. For a E H”, the essential norm Ilu( T)ll, of u(T) is equal to 
lI4,. 
9. COROLLARY. Given u E H”, E > 0, and a finite set {tl, t2, . . . . <,} c 
L*(g), we can find hEX0 such that llhll = 1, /In(T) h\l> llulloo -E, and 
(h, ti> =O, 1 f j< p. 
Proof: The equations (h, tj) = 0, 1 d j Q p, define a finite-codimen- 
sional subspace & of YE’, and by Lemmas 7 and 8, 
A crucial consequence of the preceding corollary is the existence of 
functions h E X0 that are “concentrated” on a given set (T c T of positive 
measure. We will denote by x0 the characteristic function of the set 0. 
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10. COROLLARY. Given a measurable subset CT c B of positive measure, 
t,, t2, . . . . 5, E L’(9), and E > 0, there exists a function XE &, x #O, such 
that lIxn,, XII <~Ix,xII, and (x, t,) =O, 1 <j<p. 
Proof: Choose 6 > 0 such that 6/( 1 - 26) < s2, and fix a function u E H” 
such that /u(t)/ = 1 for almost every [E FY, and /u(t)/ =6r/* for almost 
every 5 E T\o. By the preceding corollary, there is x E A$ such that 
(x, t,) =O, 1 <jGp, IJxI/ = 1, and Ij~(T)xll > (1-~)“2. But then we also 
have IIux(I = Ilu(A4,) x(1 > IIu( T) XII > (1 - 6)“‘. Thus 
lIXaXl12 + IIX ,,,x~~2--6=1-6<~~ux~I~ 
= IIx,xl12+~llT\oxl12~ 
from which we infer 
I/X 
6 
T\,Xl12 <--. l-6 
We have thus 
l-26 
IIxoxI12= l- lIXT,,Xl12>T_A 
so that 
IIXn\o 
6 
xl12<- 
l-26 6 
.--- lIXA12<~211XA12~ l-26 l-6 l-26 
as desired. 
We will use the following form of the preceding corollary. 
11. COROLLARY. Let gEL” be a function such that O< gd 1, let 
4,) 52, ‘.., 5, E L’(9), and let E > 0. Zf JIgI/, > 1 -E, there exists XE X0, 
x#O,such that (x,ti)=O, l<j<p, and 
IIll - gP2 XII2 < & IIg1’2xl12. 
Proof: Choose E’ < e such that the set (T = {r: g(t) > 1 -E’} has positive 
measure, and choose 6 > 0 such that 
Er+d2 E 
yy+ 1 -E’ 
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By Corollary 10, we can find x E X0, (x, tj) = 0, 1 < j < p, such that 
IIX li,oxI]2 < 61]x,,xI12. We will show that this x satisfies the conclusion of our 
corollary. We have 
Ilg”2xl12~~~ g(e”)llx(e’f)l12dtb(1 --E’)IIx,xIJ~ 
d 
and hence 
Il(l - gP2 xl12=& j (1 - &“))I1 x(ei’)I12 dt 
0 
+k I,\, (1 - g(e”))ll x(e”)l12 dl 
as desired. 
We are now ready for the basic argument of this paper. The reader will 
note the similarity of our approach with that of Brown [3], which was a 
source of inspiration for us. 
Fix vectors 5,,42,...,5,~L2(9), and q>O. We denote by 
S=S(l,, 52, . . . . t,; q) the set of all vectors x E 2 such that (x, tj) = 0 for 
1 < j < p, which can be written as a sum 
with II g(t)11 < 1 almost everywhere, and llbll <v]/lgll. Note that, if XE%~ 
and (x, l,) = 0, 1 d j 6 p, then tx E S for some t > 0; thus S contains non- 
zero elements. If x = g + b E S, then 
llxll llxll -G Ilgll Q- 
l+rl 1 -r]’ 
The crucial step in the proof of Theorem 4 is as follows. 
12. PROPOSITION. sup{Ilxll:xES~~(I-~)(?IJI+FTi~. 
Proof. Set {II II x : x E S} = (1 - q) y, and assume, to get a contradiction, 
that y < q/(1 + q’)“*. Let x= g+ b be an element of S, and note that 
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llgll d Ilxll/(l - ye) < y. Choose yi E (y, q/,/m), and E > 0 so small that 
y2/(1 -s)<y:. Set CT= {(ET: l]g(<))l < 1 -E}, and note that 
1 
5i I 
1 1 
dt6-- 
-J\fJ s l-&271 *\a 
II g(e”)ll dt 
< * 
‘l--E y2<y:, 
so that 
1 
I 
2n 
IGo
x,(e”) dt > 1 - 7:. 
With this observation, let X,E S be a sequence such that 
lim, + m IbA = (1 - YI) Y, and set 
o,= {<ET: IIs,(5)II < 1 -E>, 
where x, = g, + b,, as required by the fact that x, E S. Dropping, if 
necessary, to a subsequence we may assume that 
(i) x, converge weakly in X to x; 
(ii) xongg, converge weakly to U; 
(iii) XT,,,b, converge weakly to o; and 
(iv) x0, converge weak* in L” to f, 0 6 f d 1. 
Note that 
1 
&) I 
2n 1 
x,,(e”) dt -, z;; j 
2n 
f(e") 4 o 
and hence 
If y2 E (yi, q/(1 + v2)‘j2), it follows that f(l) > 1 - 7: on a set of positive 
measure. An application of Corollary 11 yields an element z E tiO, z # 0, 
such that (~,<~)=(z,u)=(z,u)=O, l<j<p, and I~(1-f)1’2~~~2< 
(y:/( 1 - y:))llf”‘zl12. Note that y:/( 1 - yz) < q2. Dividing z by a sufficiently 
large constant we may assume that ~~z(~)~~ < E, 5 E T. We claim that for n 
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sufficiently large, the vector x, + z belongs to S, and 11x, + zIJ > (1 -q) y. 
Indeed, we have 
lim I/x, + zJ12 = lim ( llxn112 + 11z112 + Re(x,, z)) 
n-cc n-rcc 
=(~--~I)~Y~+IIzJI~+~R~(~,~) 
= Cl- 11)’ Y2 + llzl12 
> (1 -?#yz. 
Furthermore, we can write x,+z= g: -t- b;, where gL= g, +xO,z and 
b:, = bn + xT\o. z. The fact that l[g~(~)/1 < 1 almost everywhere is immediate 
from the definition of O, and from the inequality I[~(~)11 GE, 5 E 8. We can 
then calculate 
llU12-~211~~l12= ll~,l12--)1211~nl12+ lIx~\rr,~I12-~211x~~~l12 
- 2v2 Re(g,, L,Z) + 2 Re@,, x~,,,,z) 
G IIXn\o, z/12-~211x,“~I12 
-212Re(g,,~,,z)+2Re(b,,~n,,,z) 
= IIxT\o, zl12 -‘1211x~“~l/2 
-2~~ Wxo,,gny z> +2Re<~~,~.b~~z)~ 
so that 
-2q2Re(u,z)+2Re(u,z) 
= /(l -f)“’ z/12- ~z~~f1’2z~~z 
<[p-+4] l/f’~2zl12-4 
and this shows that indeed x, + z E S for n large enough. This contradiction 
concludes the proof. 
To see how Theorem 4 follows from the proposition above, we need one 
more remark. 
13. LEMMA. If x E S then 
~~l-x~xl11~1-llxl12 
[ 
1 v v2 (1---y . 1-v (1-v) 1 
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Proof: Let x = g + b be the decomposition of x mandated by the fact 
that x E S. Since 1jg(<)1/ < 1 for 5 ET, we have 
Thus 
II 1 -x .xII, G II 1 - g .gll 1 + Il.4 llbll + llbll 2 
d 1 - llgl12+111~ll Ilg l +r1211gl12 
llxl12 2 - - 
+(l+s)2+l~s /lxl12+(1 T,,* 11412, 
as claimed. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4. Fix q > 0 sufticiently small that 
1 II 
02 
42 >o -G-(1-1)2 ’ 
and choose a sequence X,E# as follows: IIx,II 6 1, x,, , E 
fw,, x2, . . . . x,,; ~1, and lim,,, l/xnjl > (1 - q)(r~/( 1+ q2)li2). This choice is 
possible by Proposition 12. Then clearly x, converge weakly to zero, and 
lim sup)1 -x,, .x,II, 
n-cl) 
61-(1-r])* ‘12 
[ 
1 ‘t v2 
1+12(1+1)2 -iTjqiq 1 
by Lemma 13. The theorem follows at once. 
We note that for r] = 0.1 we get 8 < 0.95 in Theorem 4. We did not 
calculate the best estimate for 8 that comes from this proof. 
Nore added in proof: The author and, independently, B. Chevreau proved that A = A,. 
Both proofs use the methods in this paper to some extent. 
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